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The Lottery Assistant is a tool designed to help you pick winning lottery number combinations. The software can simulate different lottery configurations and offer a full wheel for guaranteed winners. The software allows you to enter data for any lottery using an Excel spreadsheet format. Statistical data, as well as the number of times a number combination has been drawn,
is also displayed. An example of a lottery that is supported is the South African lottery. The predictive section of the software works on a complex algorithm to predict the next winning number combinations. The software tries to predict all winning combinations from the statistical data, and stores only the most likely combinations. The software displays the odds of a winning
combination to be drawn. An example is the odds of drawing the winning number combination using the wheel. The software displays a frequency graph of the number combinations, showing how many times a number combination has been drawn during the last history. Lottery Assistant is highly flexible, and can be configured for virtually any lottery system. You can also

use the software for multiple lotteries, and you can use a full wheel to generate thousands of combinations for your lottery. In the software, the "Suggest" feature allows you to automatically generate number combinations based on statistical data generated from previous draws of your lottery. You can select from an X-ray of your winning numbers (if available), print directly
onto your lottery tickets and save hours by printing the combinations. In the "Help" menu, you can find a lot of useful information on the software and how to use it. Some features: ￭ Download frequency data and print to.CSV files for most lotteries. ￭ Generate combinations directly from.CSV files for virtually any lottery. ￭ Combinations can be filtered by shape and

frequency, showing only combinations of a certain shape or high frequency. ￭ Print directly onto your lottery tickets using included 1-up print capability. ￭ A statistics and frequency graph is provided. ￭ A wheel can be generated to help predict number combinations based on their frequency. ￭ Option to generate combinations for winning numbers, using X-ray data. ￭ Options
to reset statistics and filter combinations. ￭ Options to determine which combinations are printed and which combinations are skipped. ￭ Options to filter combinations by shape and frequency, and to print a combination shape guide. ￭ Options to generate thousands of combinations. ￭

Lottery Assistant Download For PC

Lottery Assistant (formerly Fastloto) is a program designed to help you pick winning lottery numbers. It takes care of the hard work for you by matching various parameters of the lottery (which numbers to pick) against the statistical distribution of previous lottery draws. It includes a complete set of wheels for the South African, UK and New Zealand national lotteries, with
the addition of all South African 'Block' lotteries. This software provides a high probability guarantee for winning any particular lottery. Basically, it is made up of two parts - "Where do I find the numbers?" and "How many times?" From these two questions, the software uses complex algorithms to help you pick winning combinations. When it comes to "Where do I find the

numbers?" it uses the information generated from historical data to generate a suggestion list based on the same probability of selection for the player. Its' main purpose is to help you find a more likely option for your lottery draw, by matching your parameters (the numbers selected) against the historical statistical distribution of previous draws. Lottery Assistant is flexible
and can be configured for virtually any lottery system. You can change the number of tickets, the number of combinations for each draw, the number of previous draws, the source of the draws (it has a built-in data reader for any system, including manual submissions), the number of results to print, and the location of where the results are to be printed. Lottery Assistant

Statistics: The "Wheel" includes several useful statistics: * The selection frequency, the number of times the selected numbers have been selected in the past. * You can set a frequency percentage below which a number will be excluded from the wheel. * You can set a percentage below which a number will be included in the wheel, and set a frequency for an alternate
option. * You can set a previous draw number that all options based on this number will have the same frequency. This is helpful if you are running a 'Random' wheel and you want to guarantee that a number will always be selected. * You can select just the winning combinations for each draw, or you can select all combinations, and the winning combinations will be shown

on the wheel. * You can set the wheel to print just all the selected results, or all the selected results and the winner(s). Lottery Assistant Simulator: As well as allowing you to specify the maximum number of results to be printed (depending on the number of b7e8fdf5c8
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LotteryAssistant.Net (TM) was designed to collect data for various lotteries and then generate winning combinations. It doesn't include complete data for all lotteries, as it was only designed for a few national lotteries. LotteryAssistant.Net (TM) supports variable numbers of draws, up to 1000 draws for each lotteries. This allows you to run multiple lotteries. The program can
deal with thousands of number combinations, providing you with a high-percentage chance of winning. This allows you to run simulations with various configurations, then print your results. Disclaimer: Although the author of this program has attempted to make the information in this software free from any error, error may still exist. The author does not accept any liability
for any loss, damage, and/or injury resulting from use of this information. All of the information provided in the software is the copyright of the author. LotteryAssistant.Net (TM) cannot give any guarantees regarding the results of your simulations. As such, the author of this software makes no warranty for the use of LotteryAssistant.Net (TM). If you are interested in using the
software in a commercial capacity, contact me to discuss your requirements. I may have had to retain a copy of the software in order to provide you with support, and to respond to any queries that you may have. Please see the Copyright section for further information. LotteryAssistant.Net (TM) Copyright 1998. All rights reserved. If you have any queries, or want to send me
feedback, contact me using the form below. Email: Admin at LotteryAssistant.Net (TM) Adobe Digital Editions is a copyrighted product of Adobe Systems Incorporated. If you would like to know more about Adobe Digital Editions, please visit: Bill Wahler : "LotteryAssistant.Net (TM)" is a registered trademark of Bill Wahler. All rights reserved. Originally written by: Mr. Long
Lottery Assistant (TM) is a trademark of Long Laboratories, Inc. "In search of the winning lottery combinations" is the copyright of Long Laboratories, Inc. All other trademarks and trade names mentioned are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. I have been using Lotus Notes/Domino based contact management software since version 6.0, and

What's New In?

Lottery Assistant is an Automated Software Solution developed to generate endless combinations of winning numbers for a given number of tickets. The software supports National lotteries, such as: - NER - SOUTH AFRICAN LOTTERY - CURACO - MALAWI LOTTERY - ZIMBABWE LOTTERY - GABON LOTTERY - COTE D`IVOIRE LOTTERY - AFRICAN DOUBLE PRIZE LOTTERY - SRI
LANKAN LOTTERY - OHIO STATE LOTTERY - WISCONSIN STATE LOTTERY - DELAWARE STATE LOTTERY - PUERTO RICO STATE LOTTERY - MONTANA LOTTERY - AND MANY MORE! Lottery Assistant is designed to work with any national lottery, including lotteries from around the world. All it takes is a few clicks of a mouse to add any national lottery to your list of supported lottery
systems. Lottery Assistant will support all different ticket types, including: - Common Offers - Tickets with 1/2 - 1/4 - 1/6 - PeeWee Tickets - Instant Tickets Supporting all different ticket types means that you get a guarantee that your tickets will win! You'll never have to worry about it! Lottery Assistant is designed to work with any national lottery, including lotteries from
around the world. All it takes is a few clicks of a mouse to add any national lottery to your list of supported lottery systems. Lottery Assistant will support all different ticket types, including: - Common Offers - Tickets with 1/2 - 1/4 - 1/6 - PeeWee Tickets - Instant Tickets Supporting all different ticket types means that you get a guarantee that your tickets will win! You'll never
have to worry about it! Install Lottery Assistant today and save yourself the time and effort from picking winning tickets by having the software generate endless combinations for you. Lottery Assistant is compatible with both Windows and MacOS. It is very easy to use. Lottery Assistant is a tool designed to help you pick winning lottery number combinations. View statistical
information as well as number frequency information. Also included is a lottery simulator, which allows you to simulate various kinds of lotteries and configurations. The simulator displays the odds of a
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System Requirements:

Windows 7 64-bit OS Windows XP 32-bit OS Windows Vista 32-bit OS Mac OS 10.4.11, 10.5, 10.6, or 10.7 DirectX 9.0c (Hardware Acceleration must be enabled for performance and recommended) 2GB RAM 2.8 GHz Intel Core i5 CPU with SSE2 1GB RAM (recommended) Tested with GeForce 6200 1024x768 resolution
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